Detecting overrepresented known transcription factor binding motifs in a set of promoter sequences of co-regulated genes has become an important approach to deciphering transcriptional regulatory mechanisms. In this paper, we present an interactive web server, MotifViz, for three motif discovery programs, Clover, Rover and Motifish, covering most available flavors of algorithms for achieving this goal. For comparison, we have also implemented the simple motif-matching program Possum. MotifViz provides uniform and intuitive input and output formats for all four programs. It can be accessed at
INTRODUCTION
With the rapid accumulation of genomic sequence data and the development of high-throughput experimental technologies such as DNA microarrays and their combination with chromatin immunoprecipitation, recent years have witnessed a substantial increase in computational efforts toward the understanding of transcriptional regulation. The identification of short sequence motifs, such as transcription factor binding sites, is at the center of such efforts. Regulatory motifs are often overrepresented in the promoters of co-regulated genes, which can be detected by microarray studies of genetically altered or chemically stimulated cells. There are two main approaches toward finding such motifs: (i) ab initio motif discovery with multiple local sequence alignment and (ii) the detection of statistical overrepresentation of previously known motifs. While much attention has been paid to ab initio algorithms [e.g. (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) ], the detection of overrepresentation is simpler and potentially more powerful, because the search is confined to a library of known motifs (6) . However, the latter approach is not able to identify previously unknown motifs.
Algorithms for testing whether a motif is overrepresented in a target set of DNA sequences have appeared only recently (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) . Most of these methods ultimately reduce to the statistics of contingency tables. A position-specific scoring matrix (PSSM) for a motif is first scanned across the target sequences and a set of control sequences, and matches with a similarity score greater than some threshold are recorded. The data can be cast as a 2 · 2 contingency table, with the four entries of the table denoting (i) the number of target sequences with a match, (ii) the number of control sequences with a match, (iii) the number of targets without a match and (iv) the number of controls without a match. A c 2 test or Fisher's exact test (using the hypergeometric distribution) can then be performed to test the null hypothesis that the sequences with motif matches are evenly distributed among the target and control sets. Three flavors of such sequence-based methods have been published (7) (8) (9) . Since target and control sequences are typically of different lengths and can contain different numbers of motifs, several motif-based methods have been proposed to count the total number of motifs rather than sequences, and construct a similar contingency table to that described above (8, (10) (11) (12) . We have recently developed a method named Clover which cannot be classified as sequence-or motifbased. Rather, it combines multiple matches per sequence in an intuitive manner, motivated by a simple thermodynamic model (6) . We further establish the statistical significance of the results via comparison to sequences obtained by randomizing nucleotides or dinucleotides in the target sequences, by randomizing the columns of each PSSM and by selecting random segments from a large set of background DNA sequences (6) .
With the accumulation of known motifs in databases such as TRANSFAC (13) and JASPAR (14) , motif-overrepresentation algorithms are becoming sufficiently accurate for guiding laboratory experimentation. Active collaborations centered on the application of such algorithms have sprung up between our lab and three experimental labs studying estrogen response elements, dopamine response genes and platelet-specific genes. We quickly realized the need for a user-friendly web interface for motif-overrepresentation algorithms. Here we describe an interactive web server for a motif-based algorithm Rover Y. Fu and Z. Weng, unpublished results) and Clover (6) . For comparison, we also include a simple program named Possum which scans one sequence against one motif, since this represents the base-line prediction.
MotifViz makes these four algorithms available to a much wider audience and facilitates the comparison of results from different approaches. This web server provides a focused toolset for motif detection, in contrast to other applications that are only available as command-line driven and computerplatform-specific programs, or are buried in large software packages. With experimental scientist users in mind, we have carefully designed a consistent web interface that gives a similar look and feel to all four algorithms. Both an overview of motif distribution and a detailed sequence output are presented, with cross-referencing and mouse-over functions to facilitate the selection of sequence regions for experimental testing. The common input and output formats we provide for this spectrum of motif detection algorithms allow the user to identify the relevant benefits of different methods and focus later research on higher likelihood results agreed upon by multiple methods.
DESCRIPTION OF MotifViz

Methods
Possum scans one motif against a sequence and calculates the log-likelihood ratio score for the motif at every location of the sequence:
where W is the width of the motif, L denotes the location being considered, L k is the nucleotide at position k within this location and p(X) is the background probability of observing nucleotide X, estimated from the frequency of X in that sequence. q(k, X) is the probability of nucleotide X at position k in the motif. This score is the standard motif matrix score, motivated by a simple thermodynamic model (15, 16) . Motifish takes as input two sets of sequences, the target set and the control set (ideally, they should have equal length and similar base composition). Taking one motif at a time, Motifish counts the number of sequences with one or more motif matches (with the score defined in Equation 1 above a userdefined threshold) in the target and control sets. The P-value for overrepresentation of counts in the target set is calculated using Fisher's exact test.
Clover and Rover have been described in detail previously (6, 12) . It is important to point out the differences between these methods. Clover, Rover and Motifish scan through a library of motifs and detect those that are overrepresented in target versus control sequences. Possum simply finds individual motifs, and does not evaluate overrepresentation. Therefore, Possum makes a large number of predictions, and should only be applied to several selected motifs (e.g. the motifs predicted by the other three methods). Motifish performs a rapid and simple test of motif overrepresentation, but it requires all input sequences to be of the same length, and ignores the presence of multiple motif hits in a sequence. Clover integrates multiple sites in the same sequence and multiple-site-containing sequences in a more mathematically sophisticated way than Rover. However, Clover is the slowest method. The user is encouraged to run all three methods; the motifs predicted by multiple methods may have a higher chance of being biologically functional.
Input
All four programs require two items of input: a set of target DNA sequences and a selection of motifs. Rover and Motifish require a set of background (or control) DNA sequences. Clover provides the option to take background sequences or, alternatively, it can compute P-values from sequence or motif shuffling. Each program also has a small number of adjustable parameters. We have designed the MotifViz web interface to integrate all four programs seamlessly. The user is asked to pick a program first, and only the input and parameter items pertinent to the chosen program will be displayed. Shared items are placed at the top of the web page and in the same arrangement.
Sequences may be entered in FASTA, raw or GenBank formats. Promoter sequences corresponding to transcripts can be easily obtained from the PromoSer web service (17) . Alternatively, the user can supply GenBank identifiers and MotifViz will automatically fetch the sequences. Any nonalphabetic characters in the input sequences will be ignored, and any alphabetic characters except A, C, G and T (uppercase or lowercase) will be converted to Ns and excluded from matching motifs. More sophisticated treatments of ambiguous bases are possible, but would provide minuscule improvements in sensitivity at the cost of specificity and program complexity. MotifViz will read and display any CDS (protein-coding region) annotations in GenBank format. A maximum of 50 target sequences is allowed, and the total length of the sequences is limited to 100 kb.
Motifs can be entered as matrices, where rows correspond to sequential positions in the motif and columns indicate abundances of A, C, G and T at each position. Similar to the FASTA format for sequences, each matrix is preceded by a title line which consists of a '>' sign followed by the motif name. In addition to user-defined motifs, we provide the JASPAR collection of eukaryotic motifs (14) . The user can pick a subset of the JASPAR motifs, or select motif families. Another source of motifs is TRANSFAC, which is a commercial database (free registration for academic use) (13) . MotifViz recognizes TRANSFAC's motif format and the user can directly copy and paste matrices from the TRANSFAC website. These two motif formats can be mixed.
The use of background sequence sets to contrast with sequences of interest is required for Rover and Motifish, and is highly recommended for P-value evaluation with Clover. Each user-provided background file should contain sequences in FASTA format. Clover requires that the total length of the background sequences be much greater than the target sequence set. Both ROVER and Motifish can also benefit from large background sets. However, larger sequence sets will increase computation time. We provide six background sets for Clover, and multiple background sets can be used for this program. The choice of background is extremely important. Ideally, background sequences should posses exactly the same characteristics as target sequences but lack the motifs enriched in target sequences. Specifically, the two sequence sets should come from the same taxonomic group, contain similar repetitive elements and have similar compositional biases (e.g. similar GC content, dinucleotide or higher-order nucleotide composition). When target sequences are promoters of co-regulated genes obtained from a microarray experiment, promoters of genes with invariant expression according to the same experiment could constitute a good control set, since they are most likely not to contain motifs of interest.
There are a number of parameters that can affect each program's behavior. Possum reports all motif hits that score above a threshold according to Equation 1. Possum estimates the background probability of each nucleotide [p(X) in Equation  1 ] by counting nucleotide abundances in a window centered on that nucleotide. The size of this window is adjustable. All four programs add pseudocounts to all entries in the motif matrices, and the number of pseudocounts is an adjustable parameter. The addition of pseudocounts is a widely used technique for estimating underlying frequencies from a limited number of counts, with a theoretical underpinning in Bayesian statistics. All programs can filter sequence regions in lowercase letters, which is becoming a standard way of indicating repetitive elements.
Clover, Rover and Motifish compute P-values to indicate the degree of overrepresentation of each PSSM in target versus control sequence sets. Clover uses randomization tests to obtain P-values, and the user may specify the number of randomizations to be performed. Larger numbers of shuffles can provide more accurate P-values at the expense of computation time. Clover has three cutoffs for reporting purposes: a Pvalue threshold, an overall raw score threshold and a score threshold for individual motif hits. When P-values are computed, all motifs with P-values below the threshold are reported. Otherwise, motifs with overall raw scores above the raw score threshold are reported. In the detailed output (see below), only motif hits that score above the individual motif score threshold are reported. Rover and Motifish provide a similar P-value threshold for reporting motifs. In addition, these two programs require a cutoff to qualify a site as a motif hit. For this purpose, the user can specify the frequency of motif hits in the background set for Rover, and the percentage of background sequences containing the motif for Motifish.
Output
Output appears in a new browser window to allow the user to adjust input parameters and compare different programs. Separate motif types are colored differently using a scheme that selects colors from evenly separated locations in the rainbow spectrum. Motifs from the same family are assigned similar colors. Figure 1 is an example of Clover output obtained by searching two mouse sequences for all motifs in JASPAR, using mouse promoter sequences as background. Output files for Clover, Rover and Motifish contain three parts: motif report, graphical overview and detailed sequence information. Possum output contains only the latter two parts. The first part lists discovered motifs along with their overall raw scores and P-values that measure the degrees of overrepresentation.
The second part of the output provides a graphical overview of the distribution of the motifs within each input sequence. A Figure 1 . Example output of Clover. The user-supplied background sequence and a mouse background sequence supplied by MotifViz are used for P-value calculation. The overall raw scores and P-values are reported for all over/ underrepresented motifs in the top section of the output. Only two target sequences are used for illustrative purpose. Plus and minus signs indicate the motif hits in the positive and negative strands of the sequences. In the second section, an overview of all hits of overrepresented motifs in each sequence is illustrated with color bars, with bar height corresponding to raw score and bar width corresponding to motif width. In the third section, a detailed report is given for all motif hits in the target sequences. For each motif hit, in addition to the raw score computed according to Equation 1, we also report a P-value-like measure called ranking ratio, which indicates the percentage of sites that score better than the raw score in a large segment of the human genome. Mousing over a motif hit invokes a popup window indicating the name, location and raw score of the hit (this is illustrated with the overlapping HMG-1 and Myf sites in the first sequence). At the end of the output, a hyperlink is provided for saving the text output of this run. The third part of the output is a detailed text printout grouped by sequences. The exact locations (sequence, strand, and start and end positions), motif names and scores are listed in a table. In order to provide a P-value-like measure for individual motif hits, we have scanned each JASPAR PSSM against 2000-bp upstream sequences of all genes in the human genome, and reported the percentage of sites that score above a specified threshold. This percentage is called ranking ratio and is reported alongside the raw scores of all individual motif hits, which are used as the thresholds during the calculation of ranking ratios. Hits that score below 0 are excluded during the scan to save disk space; therefore, the ranking ratios for such hits are 100%. As a result, our ranking ratio is more conservative than the actual P-value; however, the discrepancy is negligible for high-scoring motif hits, which are the hits of biological interest. Overlapping motif sites are represented by blending the colors of the corresponding motifs. A popup window reporting detailed information about the motif (same as in the table) is invoked by passing the mouse cursor over a highlighted motif. The highlighted motif sites in a sequence and those in the table are crossreferenced with each other, i.e. a user can move the mouse cursor back and forth between the two locations by clicking on either site. Such an interactive display of the output can greatly facilitate the navigation among many predicted motifs and the extraction of sub-sequences for experimental testing.
Visualization of command-line outputs
When a user saves a MotifViz output page as an HTML file, some old web browsers may not save the images automatically. The text output, to which we provide a web link at the end of the output page, can be saved as a text file and uploaded to MotifViz to reproduce the graphical output. When large query sequences or multiple large background sequences are used for any program, or various sequence/motif shuffling approaches are combined for Clover, a job may take a long time to finish. To eliminate the wait for such time-consuming jobs, as well as to reduce the burden on our web server, the computational workload should be shifted to the user's local machines. The user can download all four programs, run them locally from the command line, and save the output as a plain-text file. The file then can be uploaded to MotifViz for visualization.
